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A System instrumentation driver, a subsystem instrumenta 
tion interface, and a number of subsystem instrumentation 
handlers, are provided to a computer system platform for 
accessing system management features and functions of the 
platform. The system instrumentation driver is operating 
System specific; it is used to issue subsystem commands to 
the Subsystem instrumentation interface, in response to 
System management calls from system management agent 
Software. The subsystem instrumentation interface is plat 
form, operating system as well as subsystem implementation 
independent; it is used to map each subsystem command 
into one or more invocations of the appropriate subsystem 
instrumentation handlers. The subsystem instrumentation 
handlers are platform and subsystem specific; they are used 
to access the vadous system management features and 
functions of the platform. Together, the system instrumen 
tation driver, the subsystem instrumentation interface, and 
the subsystem instrumentation handlers, cooperate to pro 
vide accesses to the system management features and func 
tions of the platform in a more efficient and cost effective 
ac. 
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1. 

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
ACCESSING SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 
FUNCTIONS OF A COMPUTER SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to the field of computer 
systems. More specifically, the present invention relates to 
accessing System management features and functions of 
these computer systems. 

2. Background Information 
For operations in today's complex computing environ 

ments, it is becoming essential for modern computer sys 
tems to be equipped with features and functions that allow 
them to be easily managed, both in stand-alone as well as 
networked environments. Examples of system management 
features and functions include fault management, perfor 
mance management, configuration management, security 
management, and accounting management features and 
functions. 

Typically, the system management features and functions 
of a computer system are accessed through subsystem 
instrumentation software executing on the computer system. 
Examples of subsystems are CPU, memory, disk storage. 
The subsystem instrumentation software are selectively 
invoked by local management agent software, in response to 
System management requests from management console 
software, which interacts with a system manager. The sys 
tem manager and the management console software may be 
local or remotely located from the management agent soft 
ware and the instrumentation software. 

Conventionally, a subsystem instrumentation software 
module is made up of three major code segments, a first 
segment that is operating system specific for interfacing with 
the management agent software, a second segment that is 
platform specific for accessing the management features and 
functions of the subsystem, and a third segment that bridges 
the first and second segments. For the purpose of this 
disclosure, the term platform refers to a vendor specific 
hardware and enabling software combination, where the 
enabling software are hardware specific and operating sys 
tem independent. An example of enabling software is system 
BIOS. 

Since each platform contains multiple subsystems, and 
each subsystem may have multiple implementations, a plat 
form vendor provides a subsystem instrumentation software 
module for each operating system, subsystem implementa 
tion, and subsystem combination. As can be appreciated, the 
effort required of a platform vendor to facilitate accesses to 
System management features and functions under such con 
ventional approach can quickly become untenable. 

Thus, it is desirable to be able to facilitate accesses to 
system management features and functions in a more effi 
cient and cost effective manner. As will be disclosed in more 
detail below, the present invention provides for a method 
and apparatus that achieves these and other desirable results. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

These and other desirable results are advantageously 
achieved by providing a number of system instrumentation 
drivers (SID), a subsystem instrumentation interface (SII), 
and a number of subsystem instrumentation handlers (SIHs), 
for accessing system management features and functions of 
a platform. The SID are operating system specific; they are 
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2 
used to issue subsystem commands to the SII, in response to 
System management calls from system management agent 
software. The SII is platform, operating system as well as 
Subsystem implementation independent; it is used to map 
Subsystem commands into invocations of the appropriate 
SIHs. The SIHs are platform and subsystem specific; they 
are used to access the various system management features 
and functions of the platform. 
The SII includes a number of functions, including a Set 

function for invoking the appropriate SIHs to set the vari 
ables of the various subsystems, and a Get function for 
invoking the appropriate SIHs to get the current values of the 
subsystem variables. Correspondingly, each SIH include a 
number of services, including a Set service for setting the 
variables of at least one subsystem, and a Get service for 
getting the current values of the variables of at least one 
subsystem. 
The SII further includes an interface data area for storing 

a number of dynamically constructed tables and a number of 
dynamically allocated working data areas. The tables 
include a memory allocation table of the memory locations 
of the allocated working data areas, an address table of the 
memory locations of the SIHs, and a mapping table of 
subsystem to SIH entries. The working data areas include 
the working data areas of the SII functions and the working 
data areas of the SIHs. 

Additionally, in certain embodiments, a SIH may serve 
multiple subsystems, and one subsystem may be serviced by 
multiple SIHs, with the SII providing the necessary tracking 
of the relationships between subsystems and SIHs, and 
Supporting atomic operations against those subsystems 
requiring services of multiple SIHs. In these embodiments, 
the SII Set and Get functions are further equipped to invoke 
the appropriate SIHs to lock and unlock themselves before 
and after the invocations of their Set and Get services. The 
Services provided by each SIH further include a lock/unlock 
service for locking and unlocking itself. 

In certain variations of these embodiments, the allocated 
working data areas further include a queue for queuing Set 
and Get commands from the SID that cannot be processed 
due to the required SIHs being locked. The SI Set and Get 
functions are further equipped to placing these Set and Get 
commands from the SID onto the queue. The SII functions 
further include a dequeue function for dequeuing these 
pending Set and Get commands for retries, responsive to 
dequeuing events. 

Furthermore, in certain embodiments, the SII functions 
further include a Discover function for locating the SIHs 
present and learning about their working area size require 
ments, and an initialize function for initializing the interface 
data area. In certain variations of these embodiments, each 
SIH further includes a header having a predetermined SIH 
identifier, the SIH's name, the SIH's size, the SIH's check 
Sum, and the SIH's data area size. The SIH services include 
an identify service for identifying the subsystem(s) it ser 
vices, and an initialize service for initializing itself. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1 illustrates an exemplary computer system incor 
porating the teachings of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the system management features and 
functions access architecture of the present invention. 

FIG. 3 is an exemplary subsystem definition including 
exemplary subsystem variables. 
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FIG. 4 illustrates one embodiment of the SII in further 
detail. 

FIGS. 5a-5c illustrates one embodiment of a SIH, includ 
ing its data area, in further detail. 

FIGS. 6-9 are flow diagrams of the Discover, Initialize, 
Set, Get, and Dequeue functions of one embodiment of the 
SII. 

FIG. 10 is a flow diagram of one embodiment of a SIH. 

DETALED DESCRIPTION 

In the following description, for purposes of explanation, 
specific numbers, materials and configurations are set forth 
in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present 
invention. However, it will be apparent to one skilled in the 
art that the present invention may be practiced without the 
specific details. In other instances, well known systems are 
shown in diagrammatic or block diagram form in order not 
to obscure the present invention. 

Referring now to FIG. 1, a diagram illustrating an exem 
plary computer system incorporating the teachings of the 
present invention is shown. The exemplary computer system 
10 comprises a processor 12, a read only memory 14, a 
cache memory 16, a main memory 20, and memory con 
troller 18, coupled to each other and a processor bus 28 as 
shown. The exemplary computer system 10 further com 
prises an I/O controller 22, a number of mass storage devices 
24, and a number of communication interfaces 26, coupled 
to each other and an I/O bus 30 as shown. The memory and 
I/O controllers 18 and 22 are also coupled to each other. 
The various elements 12-30 are provided with an assort 

ment of system management features and functions. For 
examples, some of the communication interfaces are 
equipped to report for fault features such as the number of 
errors detected for a fault logging function; the cache 
memory 16 is equipped to report for performance features 
such as the cache hit rate since the beginning of a sampling 
period for a performance sampling function; the main 
memory 20 is equipped to identify for configuration features 
such as its size for a system configuration function; the 
keyboard interface (not shown) to which the keyboard and 
cursor control devices 27 are connected is equipped to report 
for security features such as the number of failed login 
attempts since last query for a keyboard security function; 
and the mass storage interface (not shown) to which the 
mass storage devices 24 are connected is equipped to report 
for accounting features such as usage statistics for a disk 
space allocation function. 
As a further example, a video add-on card (not shown) is 

equipped to allow setting of configuration features such as 
video display type of a system configuration function, which 
in turn controls the embedded software video driver that get 
executed, thereby altering the behavior of the system. 

Additionally, the exemplary computer system 10 is 
equipped with access software for accessing these system 
management features and functions, in accordance to the 
teachings of the present invention, and system management 
agent software that utilizes these access software to access 
the system management features and functions. These 
access software and the manner in which they cooperate 
with each other and the system management agent software 
will be described in detail below. 

Except for the system management features and functions 
incorporated, and the manner in which they are utilized by 
the access software and the system management agent 
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4 
software, these elements 12-30 are intended to represent a 
broad category of similar elements found in many computer 
systems. Their primary functions and constitutions are well 
known and will not be further described. Furthermore, based 
on the descriptions to follow, it will be appreciated that the 
present invention may be practiced with these elements 
12-30 coupled to each other in other architectural manner, 
without some of these elements 12-30, and with other 
additional hardware elements. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, a block diagram illustrating the 
system management features and functions access architec 
ture of the present invention is shown. As illustrated, the 
system management agent software 34, in response to user 
system management requests from local/remote system 
management console software interfacing with a system 
manager, makes various system management calls to the 
system instrumentation driver (SID) 36 of the access soft 
ware 32. In due course, upon receiving the requested data or 
completion codes from the SID 36, the system management 
agent software 34 replies to the system management 
requests. 

In addition to the SID 36, the system management fea 
tures and functions access software 32 further includes a 
subsystem instrumentation interface (SII) 38, and a number 
of subsystem instrumentation handlers (SIHs) 40. The SID 
36 is operating system specific; it is used to issue subsystem 
commands to the SI 38, in response to system management 
calls from the system management agent software 34. The 
SII 38 is platform, operating system as well as subsystem 
implementation independent; it is used to map each sub 
system command into one or more invocations of the 
appropriate SIHs 40. As will be described in more detail 
below, the SI 38 includes a number of functions and an 
interface data area (50 and 62 of FIG. 4). The SIHs 40 are 
platform and subsystem specific; they are used to make the 
appropriate accesses to the various system management 
features and functions of the platform. 

In one embodiment, the SIHs 40 are further equipped to 
notify the SI 38 of certain subsystem events. The SI 38 in 
turn percolates these event notifications to the SID 36. The 
SID 36 then forwards these event notifications to those 
system management agents 34 who have previously 
informed the SID 36 of their interest in such events (e.g. 
through a registration process implemented in any one of a 
number of well known manners). In the context of the 
present invention, these event notifications can be consid 
ered as "unsolicited responses” from the SIHs 40, which are 
handled in the same manner as the "solicited' responses 
from the SIHs 40 to be described in more detail below. 

Each SIH 40 may support one or more subsystem, and 
likewise, each subsystem may be serviced by one or more 
SIH 40. In addition, while in general the SIHs 40 access the 
subsystem hardware directly, for certain protected sub 
system hardware, the SIHs 40 access the protected sub 
system hardware through secured access services provided 
by the operating system. 

In one embodiment, the SID 36 is stored in one of the 
mass storage devices 24, and loaded into the main memory 
20 for execution by the operating system (not shown) during 
system initialization. The functions 50 of the SI 38 are 
stored and executed in place in the read only memory 14, 
whereas the interlace data area 62 of the SI 38 is located in 
a memory segment of the main memory 20 allocated by the 
operating system during system initialization. The SIHs 40 
are also stored and executed in place in the read only 
memory 14. 
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In an alternate embodiment, the functions 50 of the SI 38 
are also stored in one of the mass storage devices 24, and 
loaded into the main memory 20 for execution by the 
operating system (not shown) during system initialization. 

In yet another alternate embodiment, the SIHs are also 
stored in one of the mass storage devices 24, and loaded into 
the main memory 20 for execution by the operating system 
(not shown) during system initialization. 
The SID 36 may be implemented in like manners as the 

operating system specific portions of conventional sub 
system instrumentation modules. Thus, except for the man 
ner in which the SID 36 cooperates with the SII 38, it will 
not be further described. The SII 38, and the SIHS 40 will be 
described in more detail below. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, a block diagram illustrating an 
exemplary subsystem definition including exemplary sub 
system variables is shown. The subsystems 43, for 
examples, "CPU/Cache Subsystem”, “Main Memory Sub 
system”, and their variables 44, for examples, "Number of 
CPU", "CPU Type' are enumerated. Additionally, each 
subsystem 43 is assigned an integer subsystem identifier 45, 
for examples, “1” for "CPU/Cache Subsystem', '2' for 
"Main Memory Subsystem', and each subsystem variable is 
also assigned an integer variable identifier 46, for examples, 
“1” for "Number of CPU”, “2” for "CPU Type". Thus, each 
variable 44 of each subsystem 43 can be identified by a pair 
of integers {S:V}. 
The subsystem and vadable definition is expected to be 

specific for a range of computer system products from a 
given manufacturer. In other words, assuming the exemplary 
definition 42 applies to computer product line Y of Company 
X, for all models of computer product line Y manufactured 
by Company X, the "CPU/Cache Subsystem' would always 
be "addressable" with the subsystem ID "1". Furthermore, 
the subsystem variable “CPU Type' would always be acces 
sible as variable ID "2" (i.e. an {S:V} integer pair of "1:2”). 

Referring now to FIG. 4, a block diagram illustrating the 
SII of the present invention in further detail is shown. The 
SI 38 includes a number of functions 50. The functions 50 
includes a Set function 56 for invoking the appropriate SIHs 
40 to set the variables of the various subsystems, and a Get 
function 52 for invoking the appropriate SIHs 40 to retrieve 
the values of the variables of the vadous subsystems. The SII 
38 also includes an interface data area 62. The interface data 
area 62 stores a number of dynamically constructed tables 
64-68, and a number of dynamically allocated working data 
areas 70. The tables 64–68 include a memory allocation 
table 64 of the memory locations of the allocated working 
data areas 70, an address table 68 of the memory locations 
of the SIHs 40, and a mapping table 66 of subsystem to SIH 
entries. The working data areas 70 include working data 
areas of the SII functions 50 and working data areas of the 
SHS 40. 

The Set and Get functions 56 and 58 are used during 
operation by the SID 36 to access the system management 
features and functions of the platform. The SID 36 selec 
tively invokes the Set and Get functions 56 and 58 speci 
fying an {S:Vinteger pair denoting the subsystem and the 
subsystem management feature/function variable to be oper 
ated on. In response, upon causing the requested operation 
to be performed, the Set and Get functions 56 and 58 returns 
the data or completion codes. 

Additionally, for embodiments where a SIH 40 may serve 
multiple subsystems, the Set and Get functions 56 and 58 are 
further equipped to invoke the appropriate SIHs 40 to lock 
and unlock themselves before and after the invoking them 
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6 
for setting subsystem variables and getting Subsystem vari 
able values. In certain variations of these embodiments, the 
allocated working data areas 70 further include a queue for 
queuing Set and Get commands from the SID 36 that cannot 
be processed due to the required SIHs 40 being locked. The 
Set and Get functions 56 and 58 are further equipped to 
placing these Set and Get commands from the SID onto the 
queue. The SII functions 50 further include a dequeue 
function 59 for dequeuing these pending Set and Get com 
mands fro retries, responsive to dequeuing events, which 
will be described in more detail below. 

Furthermore, in certain embodiments, the SII functions 50 
further include a Discover function 52 for locating the SIHs 
40 present and learning about their working data area size 
requirements, and an Initialize function 54 for initializing 
the interface data area 62, including allocation and creation 
of the tables 64-68, and allocation of the working data areas 
70. 

The Discover function 52 is called by the SID 36 at 
pre-initialization time, also referred to as discovery time, 
during system start up. The Discover function 52 returns its 
interface data area size requirement to the SID 36, which in 
turn causes the required memory area to be allocated 
(through the operating system). The Initialize function 54 is 
called by the SID36 at initialization time. At invocation, the 
SID 36 provides an address pointer 60 to the allocated 
interface data area 62 to the Initialize function 54. In 
response, upon successful initialization, the Initialize func 
tion 54 notifies the SID 36 accordingly. 

Lastly, for some embodiments, the address pointer 60 to 
the starting location of the interface data area 62 is stored in 
a predetermined location of the computer system 10. The 
various tables 64–68 may be implemented in a number of 
well known manners, which are well within the ability of 
those skilled in the art, and therefore will not be further 
described. The SII functions 50 will be described in more 
details below. 

Referring now to FIGS. 5a-5c, three block diagrams 
illustrating a SIH, including its services, its working data 
area, and its header, are shown. As illustrated in FIG. Sa, a 
SH 40 includes a number of services. The SIH services 
include a Set service 78 for setting the variables of at least 
one subsystem, and a Get service 80 for getting the current 
values of the variables of at least one subsystem. As illus 
trated in FIG. 5b, each SIH 40 has a corresponding working 
data area 70 for storing the working data 94 of the SIH 40. 
As briefly described earlier and will be described in more 
detail below, the Set and Get services 78 and 80 are invoked 
by the SII 38 during operation, and the working data area 70 
is allocated in the interface working data area 62 of the SII 
38. 

Additionally, for some embodiments, as illustrated in 
FIG.5a, the SIH services further include an Identify service 
74 for identifying the subsystem(s) supported by the SIH 40. 
The Identify service 74 is invoked by the SII 38 at initial 
ization time. For embodiments where a SIH 40 may support 
multiple subsystems and the SII Set and Get functions 56 
and 58 support atomic operations, as illustrated in FIG.5b, 
the working data area 70 of a SIH 40 further includes a 
lock/unlock semaphore 92. As illustrated in FIG.5a. the SIH 
services further include a lock/unlock service 82 for setting 
and resetting the lock/unlock semaphore 92. 

Furthermore, for certain embodiments, as illustrated in 
FIG.5a, the SIH services further include an Initialize service 
74 for initializing the working data area 70 of the SIH at 
initialization time, and a header 72 containing identification 
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and data area size requirement information to allow the 
SIH's presence to be discovered at pre-initialization time 
and its working data area size requirement be accounted for 
at initialization. As illustrated in FIG. Sc, a SIH header 72 
includes a predetermined SIH identifier 84 marking the 
beginning of the SIH 40, a SIH name 85 identifying the SIH 
40, the SIH's size 86 identifying its object code size, the 
SIH's object code checksum value 88, and the SIH's work 
ing data area size requirement 90. As will be described in 
more detail below, these information 84–90 stored in the 
SIH header 72 are read by the SII 38 to detect and determine 
the SIH's presence at pre-initialization or discovery time. 

Referring now to FIGS. 6-9, four flow diagrams illus 
trating the operation flow of one embodiment each of the 
Discover, Initialize, Set/Get and Dequeue functions of the 
SII are shown. The Set/Get functions 56 and 58 will be 
described first with embodiments that operate in like man 
ners and support atomic operations against subsystems ser 
viced by multiple SIHs 40, referencing FIG.8. The Dequeue 
function 59 will then be described, referencing FIG. 9, 
followed by the Discover and Initialize functions 52 and 54, 
referencing FIGS. 6 and 7 respectively. 

Skipping now to FIG. 8, as illustrated, upon invocation, 
the Set/Get function 56 or 58 determines if locking is 
required by accessing the mapping table 66 to see if the 
subsystem is serviced by multiple SIHs 40, step 156. If 
locking is required, the Set/Get function 56 or 58 further 
determines if all required SIHs 40 are unlocked by accessing 
the lock/unlock semaphores 92 of the required SIHs 40, step 
157. If at least one of the required SIHs 40 is locked, the 
Set/Get function 56 or 58 places the invoking Set/Get 
Command on the pending command queue, step 176. 

However, if all required SIHs 40 are unlocked at step 157, 
the Set/Get function 56 or 58 calls the lock/unlock services 
82 of all applicable SIHs 40 to lock themselves, steps 158 
and 160. 

If no locking is required at step 156, or upon successful 
locking of all applicable SIHs 40 at step 160, the Set/Get 
function 56 or 58 calls the corresponding Set/Get services 78 
or 80 of the appropriate SIHs, steps 162-168. The return 
data and/or completion code(s) are accumulated, step 166. 
The Set/Get function 56 or 58 calls the corresponding 
Set/Get services 78 or 80 of the appropriate SIHs at steps 
162-168 in like manner, using a {S:V} integer pair denoting 
the subsystem and the subsystem management features/ 
functions variable to be operated on. 
Upon completing making one or more calls to the corre 

sponding Set/Get services 78 or 80 of one or more SIHs 40, 
if locking was previously performed, step 170, the Set/Get 
function 56 or 58 calls the lock/unlock services 82 of all 
appropriate SIHs 40 again to unlock themselves, steps 172 
and 174. 

If no unlocking is required at step 170, or upon unlocking 
all applicable SIHs 40 at step 174, the Set/Get function 56 
or 58 returns the accumulated data and/or completion 
code(s) to the invoking SID 36, step 178. 

Referring now to FIG. 9, as illustrated, upon detection of 
a dequeue event, the Dequeue function 59 determines if the 
pending command queue is empty, step 182. A dequeue 
event may include the expiration of a predetermined time 
interval since the last time the pending command queue was 
checked, and/or the completion of a Set/Get command. If the 
pending command queue is empty at step 182, no further 
action is taken. On the other hand, the pending command 
queue is not empty, a queued Set/Get command 184 is 
removed for retry, step 184, and the Set/Get function 56 or 
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8 
58 is invoked as if the SID 36 is invoking the function, step 
186. The queued Set/Get command may be removed from 
the pending command queue 184 in a first-in-first-out basis 
or with any one of a number of well known pdority basis. 

Referring back to FIG. 6, upon invocation, the Discover 
function 52 scans a predetermined sequential extent of the 
read only memory 14 for the predetermined SIH identifier 
84, step 104. The size of the predetermined sequential extent 
is a function of the size of the SIH identifier84 used. If the 
memory extent does not contain the predetermined SIH 
identifier84 and the end of the read only memory 14 has not 
been reached, steps 106 and 108, the Discover function 52 
continues at step 104. 
Whenever the predetermined SIH identifier is "detected” 

at step 106, the Discover function 52 scans another prede 
termined sequential extent of the read only memory 14 for 
the "SIH name' 85, the "SIH size' 86, the "SEH's check 
sum'88, and the “SIH's data areasize requirement'90, step 
112. Then the Discover function 52 checksums a sequential 
extent of the read only memory 14 based on the "SIH size” 
86 read. If the checksum does not match, step 116, the 
Discover function 52 backtracks to where the false 'SIH 
identifier” was found, step 118. If the false “SIH identifier” 
is not at the end of the read only memory 14, step 108, the 
Discover function 52 continues at step 104 again. 

However, if the checksum matches at step 116, a SIH 40 
indeed has been detected. Then, the Discover function 52 
accumulates the SIH's data area size requirement 90, step 
120. Again, if the end of the read only memory 14 has not 
been reached, step 108, the Discover function 52 continues 
at step 104. 

Eventually, when the end of the read only memory 14 is 
reached at step 108, the Discover function 52 estimates the 
total interface data area size requirement based the accumu 
lated data area size requirements of the SIHs 40 present, its 
own table and working data area requirements, and returns 
the total requirement to the invoking SID 36, step 110. 

Referring now to FIG. 7, upon invocation, the Initialize 
function 54, in one embodiment, stores the address pointer 
60 to the allocated interface data area at a predetermined 
location of the computer system 10, step 126. The address 
pointer 60 is stored in the predetermined location for future 
usage by the SIHs 40 to access their working data areas 70. 
Alternative arrangements may be made. Upon storing the 
address pointer 60, the Initialize function 54 allocates por 
tions of the interface data area 62 for its tables 64-68, and 
its own working data area 70, step 128. The memory 
allocation table 64 is allocated at a predetermined offset into 
the interface data area 62 to facilitate accesses by the SIHs 
40. Similarly, alternative arrangements may be made. 

Next, the Initialize function 54 scans the read only 
memory 14 incrementally for SIHs 40, similar to the manner 
in which the Discover function 52 scan for SIHs 40, step 
130. If a SIH 40 is not found and the end of the read only 
memory 14 has not been reached, steps 132 and 138, the 
Initialize function 54 continues at step 130 again. However, 
if a SIH 40 is found at step 132, the Initialize function 54 
updates the address table 68 to keep track of the SEH's 
location, step 134. The Initialize function 54 further deter 
mines the SEH's data area size requirement, allocates a 
portion of its interface data area 62, and updates the memory 
allocation table 64 accordingly, step 136. Again, if the end 
of the read only memory 14 has not been reached, step 138, 
the Initialize function 54 continues at step 130. 
Upon reaching the end of the read only memory 14, step 

138, in other words, having found all the SIHs 40 present 
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again and kept track of their locations, the Initialize function 
54 calls the Identify service 74 of a SIH 40 to request 
identification of the subsystems it supports, step 140. The 
Initialize function 54 then updates the mapping table 66 
accordingly based on the response from the identify service 
74 of the SIH 40 called, step 142. The Initialize function 54 
repeats steps 140 and 142, until all SIHs 40 present have 
been called and identified the subsystems they support. 

After all SIHs 40 present have identified their support, the 
Initialize function 54 then calls the Initialize services 76 of 
the SIHs 40 to initialize themselves, steps 146 and 148. In 
one embodiment, each of SIHs 40 locates its working area 
by accessing the address pointer 60 to the starting location 
of the interface data area 62 at the predetermined location, 
and the offset to its working area 70 from the memory 
allocation table 64. The initialization performed by each of 
the SIHs 40 is SIH dependent. 

Having now described the operation flows of the vadous 
functions of the SII 38, before the operation flow of an 
exemplary SIH 40 is described, it should be noted that the 
detection and learning of the SIHs 40 as well as the 
initialization of the SII 38 and SIHs 40 may be performed in 
a variety of equivalent manners. 

Referring now to FIG. 10, a flow diagram illustrating the 
operation flow of an exemplary SIH is shown. In this 
embodiment, as illustrated, upon invocation, the SIH 40 
determines whether it is its Set service 78 that is being 
invoked, step 204. If it is the Set service 78 that is being 
invoked, the SIH 40 sets the variable as requested, step 216. 
If it is not the Set service 78that is being invoked at step 204, 
the SIH 40 then determines whether it is its Get Service 80 
that is being invoked, step 208. If it is the Get service 78 that 
is being invoked at step 208, the SIH 40 gets the current 
value of the variable as requested, step 210, 

Similarly, if at step 208, the SIH 40 is not being invoked 
for its Get service 80, the SIH 40 further determines whether 
it is its Lock/Unlock service 82 that is being invoked, step 
216. If it is its the Lock/Unlock service 82 that is being 
invoked at step 216, the SIH 40 performs the locking or 
unlocking operation as requested, step 218. If at step 216, 
the SIH 40 is not being invoked for its Lock/Unlock service 
82, the SH 40 further determines whether it is its Initialize 
service 76 is being invoked, step 220. If it is its Initialize 
service 76 that is being invoked, the SIH 40 performs the 
initialization as requested, step 222. 

Lastly, if at step 220, the SIH 40 is not being invoked for 
its Initialize service 76, the SIH 40 is being invoked for its 
Identify service 74. The SIH 40 then performs the identifi 
cation service as requested, step 224. 

Thus, a novel method and apparatus for accessing system 
management functions and features has been described. 
While the present invention has been described in terms of 
the illustrated embodiments, those skilled in the art will 
recognize that the invention is not limited to the embodi 
ments described. The method and apparatus of the present 
invention can be practiced with modification and alteration 
within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. The 
description is thus to be regarded as illustrative instead of 
restrictive on the present invention. 

I claim: 
1. In a computer system having system management 

information, a method for manipulating or retrieving said 
system management information by a system management 
agent, said method comprising the steps of: 

a) said system management agent causing subsystem set 
or get commands to be issued to a subsystem instru 
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10 
mentation interface, said set or get commands includ 
ing subsystem and subsystem variable identifications, 
said set commands further including set values for said 
identified subsystem variables of said identified sub 
systems; 

b) said subsystem instrumentation interface in response 
invoking set or get services of subsystem instrumenta 
tion handlers, and providing said invoked set or get 
services of said subsystem instrumentation handlers 
with said subsystem and subsystem variable identifi 
cations, and for set services, said set values, and 

c) said subsystem instrumentation handlers in response 
setting said identified subsystem variables of said iden 
tified subsystems to said set values or getting current 
values of said identified subsystem variables of said 
identified subsystems. 

2. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said method 
further comprises the steps of: 

d) said subsystem instrumentation handlers returning 
completion codes to said subsystem instrumentation 
interface; 

e) said subsystem instrumentation interface causing said 
completion codes to be returned to said system man 
agement agent. 

3. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said method 
further comprises the steps of: 

d) said subsystem instrumentation handlers returning said 
current values to said subsystem instrumentation inter 
face; 

e) said subsystem instrumentation interface causing said 
current values to be returned to said system manage 
ment agent. 

4. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said method 
further comprises the steps of: 

d) said subsystem instrumentation handlers notifying said 
subsystem instrumentation interface of system events; 

e) said subsystem instrumentation interface causing said 
system event notifications to be selectively forwarded 
to said system management agent. 

5. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein, 
said method further comprises the step of d) said sub 

system instrumentation interface invoking locking/un 
locking services of said subsystem instrumentation 
handlers to lock/unlock said subsystem instrumentation 
handlers for achieving atomic results for subsystems 
supported by multiple subsystem instrumentation han 
dlers, 

said step (d)is performed before said step (b) is performed 
for any subsystem instrumentation handler, and after 
said step (c) has been performed by all subsystem 
instrumentation handlers. 

6. The method as set forth in claim 5, wherein said step 
(d) further comprises said subsystem instrumentation inter 
face checking said subsystem instrumentation handlers to 
determine if they are locked prior to invoking their locking 
services. 

7. The method as set forth in claim 6, wherein, 
said method further comprises the step of e) said sub 

system instrumentation interface logging said set or get 
commands for subsequent retries, 

said step (e) being performed in lieu of said steps (b) and 
(c) whenever at least one subsystem instrumentation 
handler is locked while performing said step (d) for a 
set or get command. 
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8. The method as set forth in claim 7, wherein, 
said step e) comprises placing said set or get commands 
on a pending command queue, 

said method further comprises the step of f) said sub 
system instrumentation interface dequeuing said set or 5 
get commands for retry in response to detections of 
dequeuing events. 

9. The method as set forth in claim 8, wherein said 
dequeuing events include i) expiration of a predetermined 
time interval since said pending command queue was last 10 
checked, and ii) completion of a set or get command. 

10. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said 
method further comprises the steps of: 

d) said subsystem instrumentation interface being com 
manded to initialize said subsystem instrumentation 15 
interface and cause said subsystem instrumentation 
handlers to be initialized, 

e) said subsystem instrumentation interface in response 
dynamically detects how many subsystem instrumen 
tation handlers are present, and determines memory 
locations of said subsystem instrumentation handlers; 

said subsystem instrumentation interface further deter 
mines subsystem coverage of said subsystem instru 
mentation handlers, allocates subsets of a working area 
of said subsystem instrumentation interface as working 
areas of said subsystem instrumentation handlers, and 
invoking initializing services of said subsystem instru 
mentation handlers; and 

f) said system instrumentation handlers in response ini- 30 
tialize themselves. 

11. The method as set forth in claim 10, wherein said steps 
(d) through (f) are performed at initialization time after said 
subsystem instrumentation interface has been allocated said 
working area of said subsystem instrumentation interface, 35 
but before any of said steps (a) through (c) are performed. 

12. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said 
method further comprises the steps of: 

d) said subsystem instrumentation interface being con 
manded to provide an estimate of a working area size 40 
requirement for said subsystem instrumentation inter 
face; 

e) said subsystem instrumentation interface in response 
dynamically determines how many subsystem instru 
mentation handlers are present, and what the subsystem 45 
instrumentation handlers' working area size require 
ments are; 

f) said subsystem instrumentation interface then estimates 
a total working area size requirement for the subsystem 
instrumentation interface, and provides said total work 
ing area size requirement; and 

g) said subsystem instrumentation interface being allo 
cated a working area having said total working area 
size required. 

13. The method as set forth in claim 12, wherein said steps 
(d) through (g) are performed at preinitialization time before 
any of said steps (a) through (c) as well as initialization are 
performed. 

14. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said step 
(a) comprises the steps of: 

a.1) said system management agent requesting a system 
instrumentation driver to manipulate or retrieve said 
system management information; and 

a.2) said system instrumentation driver in response issu- 65 
ing said subsystem set or get commands to said sub 
system instrumentation interface. 
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15. The method as set forth in claim 14, wherein said 

method further comprises the steps of: 
d) said subsystem instrumentation handlers returning 

completion codes to said subsystem instrumentation 
interface; 

e) said subsystem instrumentation interface returning said 
completion codes to said system instrumentation 
driver; and 

f) said system instrumentation driver returning said 
completion codes to said system management agent. 

16. The method as set forth in claim 14, wherein said 
method further comprises the steps of: 

d) said subsystem instrumentation handlers returning said 
current values to said subsystem instrumentation inter 
face; 

e) said subsystem instrumentation interface returning said 
current values to said system instrumentation driver, 
and 

f) said system instrumentation driver returning said cur 
rent values to said system management agent. 

17. The method as set forth in claim 14, wherein, said 
method further comprises the steps of: 

d) said subsystem instrumentation handlers notifying said 
subsystem instrumentation interface of system events; 

e) said subsystem instrumentation interface forwarding 
said system event notifications to said system instru 
mentation driver; and 

f) said system instrumentation driver selectively forward 
ing said system event notifications to said system 
management agent. 

18. The method as set forth in claim 14, wherein, 
said method further comprises the step of (d) said system 

instrumentation driver issuing a command to said sub 
system instrumentation interface commanding said 
subsystem instrumentation interface to initialize said 
subsystem instrumentation interface and cause said 
subsystem instrumentation handlers to be initialized; 

said step (d) being performed at initialization time after 
said subsystem instrumentation interface has been allo 
cated a working area of said subsystem instrumentation 
interface, but before any of said steps (a) through (c) 
are performed. 

19. The method as set forth in claim 14, wherein, said 
method further comprises the step of (d) said system instru 
mentation driver issuing a command to said subsystem 
instrumentation interface commanding said subsystem 
instrumentation interface to provide an estimate of a work 
ing areasize requirement for said subsystem instrumentation 
interface; said step (d) being performed at preinitialization 
time before any of said steps (a) through (c) as well as 
initialization are performed. 

20. An apparatus comprising: 
a) a first non-volatile memory unit storing 

a.1) a plurality of subsystem instrumentation handlers 
comprising set services for setting subsystem vari 
ables of subsystems implementing system manage 
ment features to set values, and get services for 
getting current values of said subsystem variables; 

a.2) a subsystem instrumentation interface for invoking 
said set or get services of said subsystem instrumen 
tation handlers, and providing said set or get services 
with subsystem and subsystem variable identifica 
tions, in response to subsystem set or get commands 
having said subsystem and subsystem variable iden 
tifications; 
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b) an execution unit coupled to said first non-volatile 
memory unit for executing said subsystem instrumen 
tation interface and said subsystem instrumentation 
handlers during operation. 

21. The apparatus as set forth in claim 20, wherein said 
subsystem instrumentation interface comprises: 

(a.2.1) a first function for invoking appropriate ones of 
said set services of said subsystem instrumentation 
handlers, and providing said invoked set services of 
said subsystem instrumentation handlers with sub 
system and subsystem variable identifications as well 
as Set values, and 

(a.2.2) a second function for invoking appropriate ones of 
said get services of said subsystem instrumentation 
handlers, and providing said invoked get services of 
said subsystem instrumentation handlers with sub 
system and subsystem variable identifications. 

22. The apparatus as set forth in claim 21, wherein each 
of said first and second functions of said subsystem instru 
mentation interface is further equipped to invoke locking/ 
unlocking services of said subsystem instrumentation han 
dlers to achieve atomic results for subsystems supported by 
multiple subsystem instrumentation handlers. 

23. The apparatus as set forth in claim 22, wherein each 
of said first and second functions of said subsystem instru 
mentation interface is further equipped to performing check 
ing against said subsystem instrumentation handlers to 
determine if they are locked before invoking their locking 
services. 

24. The apparatus as set forth in claim 23, wherein each 
of said first and second functions of said subsystem instru 
mentation interface is further equipped to logging said set or 
get commands for subsequent retries whenever at least one 
of subsystem instrumentation handler is locked while per 
forming said checking for a set or get command. 

25. The apparatus as set forth in claim 24, wherein, 
each of said first and second functions of said subsystem 

instrumentation interface logs said set or get commands 
by placing said set or get commands on a pending 
command queue, 

said apparatus further comprises c) a third function for 
dequeuing said queued set or get commands responsive 
to detections of dequeuing events. 

26. The apparatus as set forth in claim 21, wherein said 
subsystem instrumentation interface further comprises: 

(a.2.3) a third function for initializing a working area of 
said subsystem instrumentation interface with a plural 
ity of working tables and allocating subsets of said 
working area of said subsystem instrumentation inter 
face as working areas of said Subsystem instrumenta 
tion handlers. 

27. The apparatus as set forth in claim 21, wherein said 
subsystem instrumentation interface further comprises: 

(a.2.3) a third function for providing a working area size 
requirement for the subsystem instrumentation inter 
face factoring into consideration how many subsystem 
instrumentation handlers are present and working area 
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size requirements of the Subsystem instrumentation 
handlers. 

28. The apparatus as set forth in claim 20, wherein each 
of said subsystem instrumentation handlers comprises: 

(a.1.1) a first service for setting subsystem variables of a 
subsystem supported by the Subsystem instrumentation 
handler to set values; and 

(a.1.2) a second service for getting current values of 
subsystem variables of said subsystem supported by the 
subsystem instrumentation handler. 

29. The apparatus as set forth in claim 28, wherein each 
of said subsystem instrumentation handlers further com 
prises: 

(a.1.3) a third service for locking or unlocking the sub 
system instrumentation handler. 

30. The apparatus as set forth in claim 28, wherein each 
of said subsystem instrumentation handlers further com 
prises: 

(a.1.3) a third service for initializing the subsystem instru 
mentation handler at initialization time. 

31. The apparatus as set forth in claim 28, wherein each 
of said subsystem instrumentation handlers further com 
prises: 

(a.1.3) a third service for identifying the subsystem(s) 
supported by the subsystem instrumentation handler. 

32. The apparatus as set forth in claim 28, wherein each 
of said subsystem instrumentation handlers further com 
prises: 

(a.1.3) a header comprising a predetermined identifier 
identifying the handler as a subsystem instrumentation 
handler, a handler name naming the subsystem instru 
mentation handler, a handler size of the subsystem 
instrumentation handler, a checksum for the subsystem 
instrumentation handler, and a working area size 
requirement of the subsystem instrumentation handler. 

33. The apparatus as set forth in claim 20, wherein said 
apparatus further comprises: 

c) a second non-volatile memory unit storing a system 
management agent comprising logic for causing said 
set or get commands to be issued by said subsystem 
instrumentation interface during operation; and 

d) a volatile memory unit for storing a copy of said system 
management agent during operation. 

34. The apparatus as set forth in claim 33, wherein, 
said second non-volatile memory unit further stores a 

system instrumentation driver comprising logic for 
issuing set or get commands to said subsystem instru 
mentation interface during operation, thereby causing 
said subsystem instrumentation interface to issue said 
set or get commands to said subsystem instrumentation 
handlers; and 

said volatile memory unit is further used for storing a 
copy of said subsystem instrumentation driver during 
operation. 
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